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but in the end, all the deaths weren't because of the people in the hospital, but rather because of the town's own
curse. the spirits of people who died in the town, who lived the most miserable lives, took over the life-sized dolls
as a revenge. the bad: if you're not a huge fan of mindless horror movies, or have any reservations about watching
them with the whole family, then avoid this film. its lame story and premise would make anyone cringe, and to
think that it was made by the same people who made saw, you would definitely have a reason to avoid this one. if
you're still not convinced, just watch the trailers for this film. they are way more gruesome than the previews at
the theaters, which used to be extremely violent when the saw films hit the screens. my thoughts: the movie was
easy on the eyes, and well made, but its plot was so stale that every episode of saw has a better one. as much as i
liked the doll story, i don't think that this movie is very good. it's like a copy of a copy. it doesn't have the
originality, original concept, or creativity in it. its a rip-off of the saw series, and not a good one. if you were a
horror fan and a collector of horror memorabilia, you might like this movie. otherwise, you'll just end up sitting
through a terrible movie. watch it if you don't mind so-called bad language and gore and enjoy how the directors
were able to use the original dolls as the basis of how this movie was made. please note that there may be
spoilers. read at your own risk. the story: it seems like well-to-do couples faith (iza calzado) and stanley pardo
(dante ponce) and stella (jodi sta. maria) and don de castro (joem bascon) have more than one thing in common
with gay elementary school teacher julio sacdalan (zanjoe marudo). aside from sending all of their respective only
daughters, maria, teresa and leonora, to the same posh private school, it they are all bound by a foul, dark secret.
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kapitan bobby e. fernandez, as well as clark crisologo, ratos salas, josh cordero, and joseph marco. the movie uses
a storyline that's been used countless times before, but to its credit, it manages to make the silly comedic line that
comes with the cliché memorable. but what sells the movie is the amazing cast and their tight performances. win
binzinger and victor neri are sure to re-ignite you memories of the bygone era of filipino horror films. sepeare is a
cold, technology-obsessed, woman. jamesy sanz recently made her high-tech series, tales of amour. this is a very
good thing for the genre. but still, it is sad that there aren’t any horror-based series currently with that backdrop.

this is a horror movie based on real life story. the storyline sounds very familiar. it's simple: a young couple lives in
a penthouse unit, as they're childless. but a curse prevails on their home, as the heir of the house is playing a cat-
and-mouse game. he keeps trying to seduce the young housewife, to which she adamantly denies. one day, while
the couple is away, the heir and a bunch of his pals hold a bloody party. messed up, someone dies, and soon the

couple finds themselves evicted from their unit. the trio vows revenge on them. with the death of eddie murphy , is
there any hope for the us horror genre? not really, but you could do worse than black mirror. a bittersweet

romance wrapped in a futuristic riddle, black mirror tackles a number of familiar themes in a modern day tale of
sardonic science. star wars is one of the most profitable franchises to date. but in its long history, its tried and

tested formula is no longer newsworthy, but are still resonant, especially with the current political climate.
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